DroneDeploy Professional Services
Drone Experts to Help Establish and Grow Your Drone Operation

Comprised of industry veterans, DroneDeploy’s Professional Services team has helped establish and grow drone programs all over the world. Their mission is to make every company’s drone operation safe, compliant, and achieve the full value from their drone technology investments.

Through different levels of training, implementation, and flight services, they ensure your entire team gains expert knowledge in aviation regulations, drone safety, and industry best practices. Through their guidance, you’ll get your program off the ground in less time.

Training
Training consists of online and in-person courses. DroneDeploy Academy helps your team master the fundamentals of our software, while the Professional Services team hosts onsite and live trainings to dive deeper into all aspects of DroneDeploy.

- Earn certifications for completing online courses
- Take targeted courses for your industry and use cases
- Join us live in-person or online for an in-depth platform, flight, and use case training

Implementation
Implementation is focused on designing and installing Drone Program Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) based on best practices and your business’ needs.

- Develop company and workflow-specific SOPs
- Define key ROI metrics and means to track them
- Establish control and oversight of your drone operations
About DroneDeploy

DroneDeploy is the leading drone software solution trusted by over 5,000 companies across a variety of industries, including construction, energy, agriculture, and mining. From drone fleet management to data analysis, DroneDeploy makes aerial data accessible and productive for everyone. Simple by design, DroneDeploy enables professional mapping, 3D modeling, and reporting from any drone on any device.

We've shared DroneDeploy's operational blueprints with our entire team. They will be very valuable in making sure we are flying and collecting data in a consistent and repeatable fashion.”

— Adam Garretson, The Equity

About this course
If you’re new to DroneDeploy, this course will give you a quick intro to piloting with DroneDeploy, including understanding good data, how to create and submit your first flight template, how to launch your first flight, and important safety considerations before you go out and fly.

Who is this for?
This course is designed for new DroneDeploy users who will be the primary pilots within their organization and will be responsible for managing the hardware, performing flights, and capturing data while performing flights in a safe and reliable manner.

Why do I need this?
This course is a prerequisite for Piloting: Level 2 and Piloting: Level 3.

Curriculum (30 min)

- Flight Services
  - Whether augmenting an existing in-house program or outsourcing all of your data collection, DroneDeploy flight services give you the flexibility to hire licensed pilots that are trained and vetted by DroneDeploy.
  - Flight templates tailored to your workflow and needs
  - Drone data delivered on-time and up-to-spec
  - Generate value immediately from drone data

Drones in Agriculture
Learn how to leverage drones and DroneDeploy on your farm!

Drones in Construction
Learn how to leverage drones and DroneDeploy on your job site!

About DroneDeploy

DroneDeploy is the leading drone software solution trusted by over 5,000 companies across a variety of industries, including construction, energy, agriculture, and mining. From drone fleet management to data analysis, DroneDeploy makes aerial data accessible and productive for everyone. Simple by design, DroneDeploy enables professional mapping, 3D modeling, and reporting from any drone on any device.
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